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About This Game

Eipix Entertainment presents the next heart-pounding chapter of the beloved Dark Parables series!

It's the eve of Gerda and Gwyn's wedding, but a rogue arsonist is setting the Mountain Kingdom's forests on fire! Your
investigation will take you deep within the forest where a dangerous artifact will be unearthed, one that could spell doom for the

whole world! An old friend will surface and his deepest desires will determine the fate of the Mountain Kingdom. Be careful
what you wish for in this spectacular hidden-object puzzle adventure game!

•Rid the Snow Kingdom of its legendary nemesis in the bonus game!
•Replay puzzles, mini-games, and hidden-object scenes!
•Unlock bonus challenges, souvenirs, and collectibles!

•Get original artwork, music, and video content!
•Access the helpful Strategy Guide!
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nice game, lovely artwork music was chill and the voice acting was ok. enjoyed the puzzles they were interesting.. Ok game. But
maybe too expensive. Many minigames I didnt even understand what I should do in them.. Another good game in this series.
Honestly, this series is worth getting as a whole: lovely art, increasingly excellent music, increasingly interesting puzzles (more
variety than I've seen in many or most HOG \/ Adventure games), and a true sense of continuity despite the fractured nature of
fairy tales (and these fairy tales in particular).
The puzzles continue to be solid and enjoyable, which follows on from the previous game.
The Detective continues to be dashing, intelligent, wise, and compassionate.
The tie-in back to the Snow Queen is well done--if you can, play these games in order!
Oh - the collectibles object is an apple this time and SO MUCH easier to find. Almost too easy, now that I've been trained with
snowflakes (white on grey\/brown\/greyish brown) and acorns (honestly, a few times I just clicked a lot and hoped).

Cons: The "parable piece" \/ morphing object is too difficult to find. It isn't fun when you can't see more than a sparkle. (On the
bright side, the mechanism for finding missing collectibles or parable pieces is excellent. You probably won't miss collectibles
in this game other than by inadvertence, however.)
I'm not a huge fan of some of the voice acting, but I prefer a more British or European accent for English.

Bottom line: 9\/10 (or thereabouts - point is, it's a good game, and you'll probably get an even better deal with a discount)
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